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Neutral diffusion and anomalous effects on collisional ion flow shear
in tokamaks
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Ion plasma flow and flow shear just inside the last closed flux surface of a tokamak can be strongly
altered by neutral atoms and anomalous effects. For a collisional edge, neutrals modify the standard
Pfirsch–Schlu¨ter expression for the parallel ion flow through the strong coupling provided by
ion–neutral collisions. Even for rather small neutral to plasma density ratios, the large diffusivity of
the neutrals in combination with the ion–neutral coupling can directly modify the ion distribution
function as well as cause neutral diffusion modifications to the parallel momentum constraint that
determines the parallel ion flow. Direct modification of the ion distribution function only dominates
at order unity aspect ratios, and was unimportant in an earlier plateau evaluation of the effects of
neutrals on ion flow. Like the earlier work, anomalous effects are retained to maintain a steady state
and demonstrate that large anomalous transport can alter neoclassical collisional ion flows.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~98!01511-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is widely believed that the transition from the L to
mode~low to high confinement! in tokamaks involves turbu
lence stabilization by a sheared plasma flow.1 It is therefore
important to understand how the plasma flow arises and
it may differ from the neoclassical prediction because of
influence of neutral atoms2 and anomalous diffusion.

Recent work in the plateau regime3 corrected earlier
work4,5 by finding that the diffusion of neutral atoms affec
the ion flow by momentum exchange due to ion–neu
charge exchange. To achieve a steady state, the inward
tral diffusion was assumed to be balanced by an outw
anomalous transport. In the present work we analyze the
fects of neutral diffusion and anomalous processes on to
mak ion flow in the Pfirsch–Schlu¨ter regime, assuming tha
the mean-free path of neutrals is short. Plateau calculat
always rely on a large aspect ratio expansion and are
valid in a restricted interval of collisionality. In practice
these assumptions are difficult to satisfy at the edge o
tokamak. In contrast, the analysis of the present pape
valid for arbitrary aspect ratio and for collisionalities typic
of high-density tokamak discharges. By taking the larg
aspect-ratio limit of these results, similarities with the cor
sponding results in the plateau regime3 become apparent an
the underlying physics is illuminated.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we der
the modified parallel momentum constraint and give the
lution of the ion kinetic equation. In Sec. III we calculate t

a!Electronic mail: tunde@elmagn.chalmers.se
3961070-664X/98/5(11)/3969/5/$15.00
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modification of the ion flow caused by the neutral diffusio
and anomalous processes. Finally, in Sec. IV we summa
our results.

II. PARALLEL MOMENTUM CONSTRAINT

When ions and neutrals are coupled by charge excha
it is often convenient to employ the equation obtained
adding the ion and neutral kinetic equations. In Ref. 3 it w
shown that the retention of neutral diffusion due to cha
exchange for ion chargeZ51 leads to the following ion plus
neutral gyroaveraged kinetic equation in the short mean-
path regime:

~v in̂1vd!–“@~11h! f̄ i #1^dvE–“@~11h!d f̄ i #& f

1
e

M
E* v i

] f̄ i

]E
2Cii ~ f̄ i !5“–Ft“–S nn

ni
^vv&w f̄ i D G , ~1!

where the gradients are taken at constant energyE5v2/2 and
magnetic momentm5v'

2 /2B. Here f̄ i is the gyroaveraged
ion distribution function for the ions of densityni , nn is
the neutral density,t51/ni(^sv&x1^sv&z) with ^sv&x and
^sv&z the charge exchange and ionization rate constantsh
[nn^sv&xt, andd f̄ i and d v̄E are the turbulent, fluctuating
portions of f̄ i and theE3B drift. The average over turbulen
fluctuations is denoted bŷ̄ & f , while ^¯&w represents a
gyroaverage, so that̂vv&w5(v'

2 /2)(I2n̂n̂)1v i
2n̂n̂, where

n̂5B/B and B5uBu. The drift velocity isvd5(c/B2)E3B
1(11h)(m/2V)n̂3“B1(11h)(v i

2/V)n̂3(n̂–“n̂), where
V5eB/Mc and M is the ion mass. The ion–ion collisio
operator is denoted byCii with the effect of ion–electron
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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collisions retained by definingE* 5Ei2(F i /ene) with F i

52M*d3vv iC̄ie and ne the electron density. We will as
sume that the neutral density is much smaller than the
density, and neglect thenn /ni corrections in Eq.~1!, includ-
ing h;nn /ni . Note that Eq.~1! has been obtained under th
assumptions of a short neutral mean-free path and^sv&x

*^sv&z , implying approximately equal neutral and ion tem
peratures (Tn.Ti).

The plasma flow velocity is determined by the paral
momentum constraint equation obtained by taking
Mv–B5MBv i moment of the sum of Eq.~1! and the kinetic
equations for the electrons, and performing a flux-surf
average. If the electron contribution to the fluctuating term
neglected as small in the mass ratio, this equation is

^~pi2p'!“ iB&5^~“–Pn!–B&

1M K K BdvE–“E d3vv id f̄ i L
f
L , ~2!

where^¯& denotes flux-surface average and

^~“–Pn!–B&[2 K MBE d3vv i“–@t“–~nn /ni^vv&w f̄ i !# L .

~3!

In the Pfirsch–Schlu¨ter regime, we need only retain the d
agonal contributions to the ion stress tensor and may neg
all nonisotropic corrections to the electron stress ten
Therefore, in Eq. ~2! the ions dominate the pi

5M*d3v f̄ iv i
2 and p'5M*d3v f̄ iv'

2 /2 terms. The neutra
viscosity term may be approximated as

^~“–Pn!–B&.2 K“–FMBt
nn

ni
“–S E d3vvvv i f̄ i D G L , ~4!

by assuming that variations in the magnetic field occur o
scale length that is much longer than the variation in
plasma and neutral densities and temperatures. We also
glect variations ofB in the fluctuating term in Eq.~2!.

The last term in Eq.~2! describes the anomalous tran
port of parallel momentum, and is retained to balance neu
diffusion. We approximate it simply as

^dvE–“d f̄ i& f.2
]

]r S D
] f̄ i

]r D , ~5!

whereD is the anomalous diffusivity.
Also, we make the usual neoclassical assumption thaf̄ i

is a Maxwellian flux function to lowest order when written
terms of the total energyv2/21eF/M , whereF is the elec-
trostatic potential. Recall that in neoclassical theory the
loidal variations in density, temperature, andF are usually
assumed to be weak compared with the poloidal variation
the magnetic fieldB. As a result,*d3vv ivd–“ f̄ i50 to req-
uisite order in theMv iB moment of Eq.~1!.

Equation ~2! is a generalization of the constrain
that determines the parallel ion flowVi i in the standard
Pfirsch–Schlu¨ter limit derived by Hazeltine.6 It represents a
balance between damping of the parallel flow by magn
pumping7 and the accumulation or loss of momentum due
neutral diffusion and anomalous flows.
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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To evaluate the various terms in~2!, we first note that
pi2p'5M*d3v f̄ i P2(j)v2. As a result, we need only dete
mine the terms inf̄ i that are proportional to the Legendr
polynomial P2(j)5(3j221)/2, wherej5v i /v. For sim-
plicity, we assume that the effect of the anomalous proces
is isotropic in Eq.~1! @that is,D does not depend on pitc
angle in Eq.~5!#, so that they do not contribute anyP2(j)
terms and, therefore, do not introduce any additional ano
lous terms into the parallel momentum constraint~2!.

Except for the effect of neutral diffusion, the remainin
terms in the gyroaveraged ion kinetic equation are the sa
as those in the corresponding equation in Ref. 6. Con
quently, we may employ the results from Ref. 6 plus aP2(j)
modification due to neutral diffusion obtained by solving

Cii ~hn!52“–Ft“–S nn

3ni
v2P2~j!~3n̂n̂2I ! f MD G . ~6!

The details of a variational solution of this equation, o
tained with a single variational parameter, are given in
Appendix. To the requisite order, the resulting expression
f̄ i is

f̄ i5 f Hazeltine1hn1 isotropic terms. ~7!

Here

f Hazeltine5 f M1
M

Ti
Vi iv i f M1hT1hU1hr , ~8!

f M5ni S M

2pTi
D 3/2

exp~2x2!, ~9!

hT52
I

15VTi

]Ti

]C S 12
B2

^B2& D @x2~112x2!220#v i f M ,

~10!

hU52t i P2~j!U f M~2.28x211.056x4!“ i ln B, ~11!

hr51.2
t icI

eB2

]Ti

]C
P2~j! f MF S 1112.23

B2

^B2& D x2

2S 0.3616.03
B2

^B2& D x4G“ iB, ~12!

hn52
5t ix

2

9niTi
P2~j! f M“–Ft“–S nnTi

2

M
~ I23n̂n̂! D G , ~13!

wherex25Mv2/2Ti , andVi i is the parallel ion velocity,

Vi i5U2
ITi

MV S 1

pi

]pi

]C
1

e

Ti

]F

]C D , ~14!

with U/B an unknown flux function to be determined b
the parallel momentum constraint, Eq.~2!. In the preceding,
pi5niTi , C is the poloidal flux function,I 5RBt with R the
major radius andBt the toroidal magnetic field, and

t i5
3Ti

3/2M1/2

4Ape4ni ln L
, ~15!

is the ion–ion collision time with lnL the Coulomb loga-
rithm.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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The isotropic part off̄ i is not needed for the calculatio
of the ion parallel flow since it does not contribute to t
parallel momentum conservation equation. Also note thathT

is constructed such that*d3vv ihT50.

III. MODIFICATION OF THE ION FLOW

Having determined the ion distribution function, we c
proceed to evaluate the various terms in the flux-surfa
averaged momentum constraint, Eq.~2!. Recalling thatU/B
must be a flux function, we find

^~pi2p'!“ iB&529pit i^~“ iB!2&
Vi i2Vi i

neo2Vn

B
~16!

and

^~“–Pn!–B&52
1

V8

]

]C

3V8K t“C–“FBnnTi S Vi i1
2qi i

5pi
D G L

[29pit i^~“ iB!2&
Vp

B
, ~17!

where we define the usual Pfirsch–Schlu¨ter parallel flow ve-
locity as

Vi i
neo52

ITi

MV F 1

pi

]pi

]C
1

e

Ti

]F

]C
1

1

Ti

]Ti

]C

3S 1.8
B2

^B2&
10.05

B2^~“ i ln B!2&

^~“ iB!2& D G , ~18!

and the contributions to the flow fromhn and Pn , respec-
tively, as

Vn520.09
B^“–@t~“ iB!“~nnTi

2!#&
Mpi^~“ iB!2&

52
0.09B

Mpi^~“ iB!2&V8

]

]C
V8^t~“ iB!“C–“~nnTi

2!&,

~19!

and

Vp5
0.11B

pit i^~“ iB!2&V8

]

]C

3V8K t“C–“FBnnTi S Vi i1
2qi i

5pi
D G L . ~20!

Here, the parallel heat flux is

qi i5E d3vS Mv2

2
2

5T

2 D v i f̄ i

52
5Ipi

2MV

]Ti

]C S 12
B2

^B2& D , ~21!

andV85*du/(B–“u).
Defining the anomalous flow contribution as

Va52
0.11MB

pit i^~¹ iB!2& K K BdvE–“E d3vv id f̄ i L
f
L , ~22!
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
e-

the full flux-surface-averaged parallel momentum constra
allows us to determine the flowU, or equivalently, the par-
allel ion flow Vi i , to be

Vi i5Vi i
neo1Vn1Vp1Va , ~23!

which is the main result of this paper. The three new term
Eq. ~23! correspond to the contributions fromhn , “–Pn and
the anomalous term, respectively. The poloidal flow veloc
is

Vu5
UBu

B
, ~24!

whereU is related toVi i by Eq. ~14! andBu5B–“u/u“uu.
Based on Eq.~5! we may estimate the anomalous term

Eq. ~23! as

K K dvE–“E d3vv id f̄ i L
f
L ;2

]

]r S D
]~niVi i !

]r D . ~25!

The relative importance of the different contributions can
estimated by

Vp

Vn
;S qR

el i
D S qr i

eWD , ~26!

Vp

Vi i
neo;S qR

eWD 2 S nnlx

nil i
D , ~27!

Va

Vi i
neo;S qR

eWD 2 S D

v t il i
D , ~28!

wherev t i
2 52Ti /M is the ion thermal speed,l i5v t it i is the

Coulomb mean-free path,lx5v t i /(ni^sv&x) is the neutral
charge exchange mean-free path,e5r /R is the inverse as-
pect ratio, andW is the local radial density scale length.

Note that the neutrals affect the plasma flow in two d
ferent ways, represented by the termsVn andVp . The term
Vp is caused by the additional parallel viscosity provided
the neutral population, whileVn reflects a direct modification
of the ion distribution function by the ion–neutral intera
tion. The latter is comparable to the neoclassical contribut
if hn;hr , which gives (nnRV)/(niWnx);1.

A. Large aspect ratio limit „e!1…

Keeping both thehn and ^(“–Pn)–B& contributions in
the constraint equation corresponds to the orderingVp;Vn

or

e;
qR

l i

qr i

We
. ~29!

The neglect of the poloidal variation of plasma density, i
temperature, and electrostatic potential compared to the m
netic field variation in the Pfirsch–Schlu¨ter regime requires
that (qR/l i)(qr i /We)!1. Consequently, bothVp and Vn

must be retained when the aspect ratio is large.
Comparing Eq.~23! with the corresponding result in th

plateau regime,3 we note that the termVn modifying the
parallel ion flowVi i was not obtained, and the factor corr
sponding toVp was smaller byl i /qR. Recall that the new
flow term Vn arises fromhn , and therefore represents th
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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direct effect of the neutrals on the ion distribution. Su
an effect is not included in the plateau calculation sin
e!qr i /eW!1 must be assumed. In addition, theqi i term in
Vp , which is associated with the parallel heat flux and is d
to the temperature gradient termhT , does not arise in the
plateau regime.

B. Order unity aspect ratio †e5O„1…‡

If e is of order unity, thenVn@Vp , since the assumption
that the poloidal variation of theB field dominates over the
density and temperature variations requires

l i

qR

W

qr i
@1. ~30!

In this case, we may neglect the neutral diffusion te
^(“–Pn)–B& in the parallel momentum constraint. W
continue to retain anomalous effects by assumingD
@nnv t ilx /ni . As a result, thee5O(1) parallel momentum
constraint~2! leads to the following expression for the pa
allel ion flow:

Vi i.Vi i
neo1Vn1Va , ~31!

so that derivatives ofVi i only enter in the last term.

C. Estimates

To estimate whether the modification of the parallel i
flow can be significant, let us evaluate Eqs.~26!–~28! using
the following set of parameters: safety factorq53, inverse
aspect ratioe51/3, the neutral to ion density rationn /ni

50.531023, the ion thermal velocityv t i5107 cm/s, the
characteristic radial scale lengthW52 cm, major radiusR
51 m, charge exchange mean-free pathl51 cm, anoma-
lous diffusivity D51 m2/s, Coulomb mean-free pathl i

51 m, and gyroradiusr i50.02 cm. These parameters corr
spond to an ion temperature ofTi5100 eV, magnetic field
B55 T, ion densityni51014 cm23 and an ion–neutral cros
section ofsx56310215 cm2. We then find thatVp /Vn.1
and Vp /Vi i

neo.Va /Vi i
neo.2. Consequently, all three modifi

cations of the parallel ion flow,Vn , Vp , and Va , can be
important.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated the effect of neutral diffusion a
anomalous transport on the parallel and poloidal ion flows
the Pfirsch–Schlu¨ter regime for arbitrary aspect ratios. Th
result is summarized by Eq.~23!, and shows that the ion flow
velocity is equal to the sum of four terms, each governed
different physics. Neutral atoms affect the flow velocity
two ways: ~i! by directly providing additional parallel vis
cous damping; and~ii ! by collisional modification of the ion
distribution function and its associated parallel viscos
Only the latter is important ife5O(1). Themodification of
the flow in the Pfirsch–Schlu¨ter regime is a factor ofqR/l i

larger than in the plateau regime, and is significant even
neutral densities less than a thousandth of the ion den
This general conclusion is independent of the aspect ra
and may be of particular importance in spherical tokama
where experimental evidence suggests that neutral–pla
Downloaded 31 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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interaction can be particularly strong. Since the neutral p
ticle fraction in most tokamak edge plasmas is no less t
1024, it appears likely that neutral atoms generally have
significant influence on the plasma flow. Our main res
~23! indicates that the amount of ion flow shear at the edg
set by a delicate balance between neutral and anomalous
cous effects, which may then self-consistently suppress
turbulence and determine the steady-state fluctuation lev1
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APPENDIX A: VARIATIONAL TREATMENT OF THE
NEUTRAL DIFFUSION

We desire to solve the following Spitzer problem:

Cl~g!52“–F 1

ni^sv&x
“–S nn

ni
v2P2~j!~ n̂n̂2I /3! D f MG

[b f M ,

whereCl denotes the self-adjoint linearized ion–ion collisio
operator. We define the functional

L5E d3vhCl~h fM!22E d3vhb f M ,

which is variational~dL50 for h5g! and maximald2L
<0. Assuming a trial functionh5cv2P2(j) we can calcu-
late the two terms inL to be8

E d3vhCl~h fM!52
18piTic

2

5t iM
2

and

E d3vhb f M52¹–F 1

ni^sv&x
“–S nnTi

2c

M
~3n̂n̂2I ! D G .

Minimizing the functional with respect to the variational p
rameterc(]L/]c50), we obtainc, and, thereby, the varia
tional solution

h52
5t iM

2

18niTi
2 v2P2~j! f M

3“–F 1

ni^sv&x
“–S nnTi

2

M2 ~ I23n̂n̂! D G .
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